“It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more
dangerous way of making decisions than by
putting those decisions in the hands of people
who pay no price for being wrong.”
~ Thomas Sowell ~

Canada
Muslim Brotherhood Infiltration into Canada
The leaders of the terrorist group in Canada view that country as an
integral part of the great Brotherhood project in controlling Europe and
decision-making in the Western world in general. The Brotherhood sought
to penetrate into Canadian society under various names and activities, and
most importantly by pushing Motion M103, which is against the freedom of
speech and essentially criminalizes “Islamophobia.” It was sponsored by
Canadian MP Iqra Khalid, a Muslim of Pakistani origin. This group continues
to seek to penetrate further into Canada and use its influence to Islamize
Canadian society.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/muslim-brotherhood-infiltration-intocanada

Motion 103, free speech and Islamophobia in
Canada
The Muslim Brotherhood in Canada is using the term “Islamophobia” to
manipulate and achieve its own goals and interests. Canada is becoming
more and more primed, with the help and influence of Islamic groups such
as the Muslim Brotherhood and the Liberal government, eventually to
become an Islamic caliphate and, sooner than that, a safe haven for
terrorists.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/motion-103-free-speech-andislamophobia-in-canada

A Health Care System That's the Envy of the World
Unless you live in Canada and have the dubious pleasure of experiencing
the one-tier system of finding a family doctor, wait times in hospitals, wait
times for imagery exams, wait times to see specialists and wait times for
treatment or surgery, you can't really appreciate the true meaning of the
word "affordable" in Canada's very affordable public health care. Canada's
single-payer public health care system, heavily funded by taxpayers, forced
over one million patients to wait for necessary medical treatments last
year. An all-time record in a country of only 36 million. The only thing
Canadians are guaranteed is a spot on a waitlist.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/08/a_health_care_system_
thats_the_envy_of_the_world.html#ixzz5w6rhzn5A

Canada: Muslim cleric who predicted that “Muslims
will kill the Jews” ousted from community center
An Edmonton imam has been prevented from leading prayers at a local
community centre after B’nai Brith drew attention to his hateful rhetoric
from the pulpit and online. Sheikh Shaban Sherif Mady, who claims to be
licensed by the prestigious al-Azhar University in Egypt, told congregants in
March that “international Zionism” was behind ISIS, the recent terrorist
attack on two mosques in New Zealand, and “all terrorism.”

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/canada-muslim-cleric-who-predictedthat-muslims-will-kill-the-jews-ousted-from-community-center

The Peoples Party of Canada Immigration Policy
Right now, only 26% of all the immigrants and refugees who come to
Canada every year are directly chosen because they have the right
qualifications and work experience to fulfill our economic needs. The rest
are dependents (spouses and children), come through the family
reunification program or as refugees, do not work, or do not have the skills
that we need even if they find work. A study puts the cost to taxpayers in
2014 at roughly $5,300 per immigrant living in Canada, for a total annual
cost of somewhere between $27 billion and $35 billion.
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/08/the-peopless-party-of-canada.html

B.C. Human Rights Tribunal is the real villain of the
Jessica Yaniv farce
Far too little attention is being paid to the real villain of this black farce,
which is obviously the tribunal itself. There are a lot of creeps out there
who would wreck your life and take your money without a moment’s
thought. The government is supposed to make life more difficult for them,
not easier. The real story here is that the B.C. Human Rights Tribunal did
anything with Yaniv’s endless complaints except crumple them up and
throw them in the garbage.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/chris-selley-b-c-human-rights-tribunal-isthe-real-villain-of-the-jessica-yaniv-farce

The right to say no
Should a woman providing Brazilian waxing be obliged to provide the
service to a person with male genitals? Should a woman providing
waxing services go into a home she doesn’t wish to enter? The answer
to both questions is clearly “No.” No woman should be obliged to handle
male genitals or go into a home against her will.
https://theorca.ca/visiting-pod/the-right-to-say-no/

Alleged predator Jessica Yaniv arrested; home
searched
The Post Millennial has confirmed speculation that the Walnut Grove home
of Jessica Yaniv was raided by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police last
night. The raid follows Yaniv’s explosive live appearance on Blaire White’s
YouTube channel, brandishing and demonstrating the functionality of a
taser at one point in the debate, and claiming to be fully aware of its
illegality. Yaniv also claimed to possess pepper spray.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/breaking-rcmp-search-the-home-ofalleged-predator-jessica-yaniv/

Dear Media,
In order to qualify for debates Mr. Bernier was required to have candidates
in 90% of the 338 ridings. He has not only fulfilled this quota but
surpassed it...and yet the media is silent. We insist the media report in
detail the amazing success story of Maxime Bernier and the People's Party
of Canada. We further request equal press coverage for each Party leader
and that debates be organized providing an unbiased and neutral
environment. Should these requests be disregarded the public will
commence a campaign calling on the CRTC to take action against the
media for failing to uphold and obey the Broadcasting Act.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/dear-media/

Drag Queen Show Featuring 9 tear old Cancelled
due to Anti-Trans Activism
Political correctness has resulted in a license to abuse the minds of bodies
of our precious children. Parents must unite to overthrow the insidious,
destructive transgender industry. If there is one word of encouragement in
the face of these types of events, which seem to be multiplying by the day
across North America, is it that a single parent can make a difference.
https://capforcanada.com/drag-queen-show-featuring-9-year-oldcancelled-due-to-anti-trans-activism/

B.C. court ruling against father in child hormone
treatment case sets dangerous precedent
According to a 2011 Swedish study, people who receive affirmation
therapy, cross-sex hormone therapy and surgical manipulation of their
bodies, experience life-long psychological trauma and a suicide rate 19
times higher than the general population. Further, cross-sex hormones
result in irreparable changes such as increased risk of cancers, heart
disease, osteoporosis and permanent infertility.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/bc-court-ruling-father-child-hormonetreatment-case-dangerous/

C3RF Members Update – 9 August 2019
This week's update looks at the long history of "responsible government" in
Canada. A concept that flowed from the Upper and Lower Canada
rebellions of 1837/38 and transformed the country from a colonial vassal
state to one characterized by a representative government "by and for the
people". It also notes that the benefits generated by this citizen-centered,
representative democracy stand to be lost due to the actions of a variety of
players and entities working their own agendas. These include judicial
activists, party apparatchiks, nonsensical, politically correct narratives and
global agencies and initiatives. It seems clear that the restoration of
"responsible government" in Canada will require citizens to elect good men
and women to office. Men and women who have the "royal jelly" to rebuff
those who would usurp the political power and individual rights of their
constituents.
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/08/09/C3RF-MemberUpdate---09-August-2019

Be an Activist

CALL TO ACTION!
Canadians have been growing evermore concerned over the media's
participation in censoring and influencing social and political agendas.
It is time to hold them to account for their political bias and interference.
Whether one is in favour of, or not, Maxime Bernier and his party is
irrelevant. This is a matter of protecting democracy and freedoms.
Please join the CALL TO ACTION campaign by signing your name to this
letter and forwarding to Global, CTV, CBC News and CBC Ombudsman,
Jack Nagler. All email addresses are included.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/call-to-action/

Islamophobia
CAIR Islamophobia Report: A First-Class Fraud
The Left has become increasingly aggressive about silencing its critics. In
late June 2019, James O'Keefe's Project Veritas released its latest
undercover video showing Google's frightening institutional bias and its
apparent intention to manipulate public opinion to influence the 2020
elections. Google is just one of many on the Left seeking to mislead,
discredit, defame, and silence the Left's opponents. But they are not alone.
In what we have called the Red-Green Axis, Islamic groups in the U.S. and
abroad have partnered with the Left to silence anyone who questions any
aspect of Islam, including Islamic terrorism. The Council on American
Islamic Relations (CAIR) recently published its latest effort in a piece titled
Hijacked by Hate: American Philanthropy and the Islamophobia Network.
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/08/CAIR-Islamophobia-Report-A-First-Class-FraudPDF.pdf

Political Correctness

Banana Republic Can’t Cover up Women Fast
Enough to Sell Then Hijabs
An American brand that claims to tap into the liberating power of fashion
bet big on subjugation and discovered that no amount of subjugation is
ever enough. The hijab is not just another twenty-buck shmata. Its origins
go back to 7th century Arabia where Mohammed faced the same problem
as his modern ISIS counterparts. He had to figure out how to tell apart his
wives and his rape victims. Or, as Islam likes to call them, concubines. Or,
as the media likes to call them, underage sex slaves. If the Gap brand
thought that displaying some garments of female subjugation between its
ugly purple purses and its eighteen-dollar scrunchies would win over
Islamists, it had another thing coming.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274509/banana-republic-cant-coverwomen-fast-enough-sell-daniel-greenfield

Amazon, Google
Big Tech wants you DEAD: Amazon caught removing
documentaries about how to stay healthy and prevent
disease naturally
“Anti-vaccine” documentaries such as Vaxxed have already been removed
by Amazon as well as Flipping The Script: When Parents Fight Back, a
documentary about parents who are trying to fight back against forced
chemotherapy for their cancer-diagnosed children. And we’re now learning
that films about cancer and HIV are also being pulled, simply because they
contradict the official narrative that Big Pharma and the medical industry as
we currently know it have all the answers about how to stay healthy.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-08-08-amazon-caught-removingdocumentaries-about-how-to-stay-healthy.html

YouTube Follows Amazon, Censors ‘Killing Europe’
Islam Documentary

YouTube blacklisted Killing Europe, a documentary about Islam and mass
immigration in Europe that had previously been hosted on the platform for
over a year, just days after Amazon Prime made the same decision. Unlike
Amazon, which said it censored the documentary due to “quality” concerns,
YouTube accused the documentary — a critical examination of immigration
in Europe — of violating its “hate speech” policy.
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/07/24/amazon-removes-danishfilmmakers-islam-documentary/

Watch “Killing Europe” here:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ATXSXspEcxAU/

Hansen: Killing Free Speech
This new edition of The Glazov Gang features filmmaker Michael
Hansen, whose new film is Killing Free Speech. Michael discusses his new
film and unveils how the powers-that-be are killing free expression — along
with a film about the killing of Europe. Also, make sure to watch Michael
focus on his film Killing Europe and on Europe’s Suicide in the Face of
Islam. He also shares the Unholy Alliance‘s totalitarian effort to drown his
film:
https://jamieglazov.com/2019/08/08/hansen-moment-killing-free-speech/

There's no hypocrite like a rich, jet-setting antiglobal-warming one
It comes down to this. Those who most harangue and harass the rest of us
on our “carbon” usage are the greatest wastrels of all. They own numerous
mansions, live in palaces (Harry), travel on private jets and yachts the size
of Sweden, burn money by the bucket load, and toss more of those fatal
carbon emissions into the air than any single person since Saddam Hussein
set fire to the oilfields at the end of the Gulf War.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/rex-murphy-theres-no-hypocrite-like-arich-jet-setting-anti-global-warming-one\

Killing Free Speech in France, Germany and on the
Internet
When will Facebook -- and YouTube -- make it a priority to remove
material featuring the terrorist Awlaki, whose incitement has inspired actual
terrorists to kill people? In September 2018, Canadian media exposed that
a Toronto terrorist leader, Zakaria Amara, while serving a life sentence for
plotting Al Qaeda-inspired truck bombings in downtown Toronto,
nevertheless had a Facebook page on which he posted prison photos and
notes about what made him a terrorist. Only after Canadian media outlets
contacted Facebook to ask about the account did Facebook delete Amara's
account "for violating our community standards."
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14678/free-speech-france-germanyinternet

Media
Anatomy of Fake News in the Era of Donald Trump
by Diane Bederman
I am thrilled to release my latest book, Anatomy of Fake News in the
Era of Donald Trump: An expose on unethical journalism. I have
been working on it for almost two years and kept worrying that it would
not be ready on time! Sadly, it seems that there is no expiry date on Fake
News.
The book is in PDF form and is FREE, on line.
https://dianebederman.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/AnatomyofFakeNewsbyDianeWeberBederman.pdf

In defense of Fox News
It has become fashionable for right-of-center critics to share a perception
of Fox News as having abandoned its conservative roots and veered to the
left. For those who insist that they never watch Fox News because it's just

another part of the biased and failing MSM, be careful what you wish
for. If it drastically changes its current course or somehow disappears
from cable TV, I can guarantee that it will be missed.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/07/in_defense_of_fox_news.
html

Around the World
France
France Slowly Sinking into Chaos
France today is a country adrift. Unrest and lawlessness continue to gain
ground. Disorder has become part of daily life. Polls show that a large
majority reject President Macron. They seem to hate his arrogance and be
inclined not to forgive him. They seem to resent his contempt for the poor;
the way he crushed the "yellow vest" movement, and for his not having
paid even the slightest attention to the protesters' smallest demands, such
as the right to hold a citizens' referendum like those in Switzerland. Macron
can no longer go anywhere in public without risking displays of anger.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14643/france-sinking-chaos

India
India wins freedom 2.0
Acting in good faith and making India secular to accommodate its Muslim
minority, for decades its Hindu leaders distanced themselves from their
heritage. India’s first education minister came from a family in Mecca that
claimed to be a direct descendent of Prophet Muhammad. In fact, India is
the only major civilizational country where you are systematically taught to
hate your heritage and glorify the invaders who came to destroy it. And
this absurdity is called “secularism.” Under this new freedom, India’s

Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs and Christians will be equals before the law and not
hide behind “special status.”
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/fatah-india-wins-freedom-2-0

Iran
Forty Years of Iranian Intolerance
What does Iran's Islamic regime have to fear from the country's Christians,
Baha'is, Zoroastrians, Sufis, Sunni Muslims, or Jews? Yet its treatment of
these minorities is so repressive that it seems not unreasonable to ask if
the clerics might be afraid of what they consider challenges to their fantasy
of pure Islamic identity. A regime that can dismiss the norms of religious
freedom so viciously is not worthy of respect. The Iranian people who have
been fighting for their freedom all these years deserve our immediate help.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14633/iranian-intolerance

Nigeria
Genocide of Christians by jihadists becoming “a
major global security concern”
Innocent people are being tortured and murdered in Nigeria and
worldwide, while Western leaders succumb to the fear of being called
“Islamophobes” and passively ignore large-scale human rights abuses that
are being committed in the name of Islam. They also ignore the abuse of
democratic principles by Muslim Brotherhood-linked groups, while fear
continues to be manipulated against Westerners, in a vicious cycle.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/nigeria-genocide-of-christians-byjihadists-becoming-a-major-global-security-concern

United Kingdom

Tommy Robinson

Richard Inman talks about the #FreeTommy
demonstration and how the Police conducted
themselves before and during the event.
It is a shame that despite genuine efforts on our side, the Metropolitan
Police decided to aggravate, instigate and facilitate “flashpoints” of
anger. We tried so damn hard to work with their demo liaison officers, but
it was clear they changed their minds late in the day to deliberately cause
frustration. When the higher echelons of the Police force demonstrably
betray women, children, the disabled, the elderly and veterans by putting
them in harms way, you need to ask yourselves why they would do that?
https://www.tr.news/freetommy-demo-police-stitch-up/

This is Danny Tommo – one of Tommy’s
right hand men
Please watch this disturbing video:
UK POLICE Brutality, Double Standards &
Disrespect to the Oath
Short Film showing double-standards, brutality, and disrespect from the UK
Metropolitan Police. We compare footage from both sides of the Tommy
/Antifa London Protests (3rd Aug), the MDL Oldham attacks, Police scenes
outside the Old Bailey, and a 2016 Muslim Protest.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPCfLQFYJWM&feature=youtu.be

Our police are a bigger threat to your freedom than
Putin
Judges try very hard not to attack the police directly in public. They know
the public must have confidence in them. They are supposed to be allies.

But Sir Richard Henriques is not just criticizing them. He is calling for the
prosecutions of some officers. He knows far more than he has ever been
allowed to say about police failings and misdeeds in that idiotic pursuit of
innocent men on the basis of mad, incredible charges from an obvious
fantasist. It is time for a full inquiry into what the police do, what they are
for and what powers they should have.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-7318515/PETER-HITCHENSpolice-bigger-threat-freedom-Putin.html

Accused jihad mass murderer, brother of
Manchester jihad murderer, gets legal aid, families
of victims don’t
Other hate figures who have been allowed legal aid include Lee Rigby’s
killers Michael Adebolajo and Michael Adebowale, extremist preacher
Anjem Choudary and jihadi bride Shamima Begum. Of course they are
entitled to legal representation, but why should they receive taxpayerfunded legal aid while the victims of jihad attacks get nothing? How will
Britain possibly survive this treason on such a massive scale?
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/uk-accused-jihad-mass-murdererbrother-of-manchester-jihad-murderer-gets-legal-aid-families-of-victimsdont

United States
America has a moral Crisis, not a gun control
problem
America faces a moral crisis, not a gun control problem. As God and
morality are purged from all our institutions, darkness, chaos, evil, and
violence grow to fill in the gap. There is no political solution or regulation
that will stop these evildoers. Only more armed law-abiding citizens and a
true spiritual and moral revival will help reduce these atrocities and protect
innocent lives.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/america_has_a_moral_cri
sis_not_a_gun_control_problem.html

Another ungrateful migrant creates a new
'narrative' for ingratitude
Calcutta-born Suketu Mehta, a bitter revanchist who would have been
ripped to shreds as a fourth-rate, fourth world 'intellectual' by V.S. Naipaul
(too bad he's not alive) puts forth the argument in the Washington Post
that immigration is a reparation. His piece is titled 'I am an uppity
immigrant. Don't expect me to be grateful." Based on what he says, it's
clear he views migration to the U.S. as an entitlement solely because
America is so very, very bad -- and as a lagniappe, because he's so very,
very good.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/08/another_ungrateful_migra
nt_creates_a_new_narrative_for_ingratitude.html

El Paso: The Real Root Causes of Mass Shootings
It all comes down to morality, or to a lack of morality -- or, even more
precisely, to a lack of belief in it. Say what you will about TV, the Internet,
video games, violence, or mass murder, it can’t be right or wrong if there is
no right or wrong. It’s the ultimate self-evident reality: How can you build a

moral society when its shades-of-gray people don’t even believe in
morality?
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/08/el_paso_the_real_root_
causes_of_mass_shootings.html#ixzz5vjM2J7HR

CAIR’S Far-Reaching and Destructive Tentacles
Having successfully cowed the US Army War College into obedience with
its hysteria and cries of “racism,” one can only guess just how many
members of congress CAIR also cowed from signing Rep. Scott Perry’s
letter in defense of free speech and academic inquiry in the context of U.S.
security. Such is the extent of CAIR’s tentacles, the extent of the
propaganda-jihad—one of many, legitimate forms of nonviolent jihad—at
its finest.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274562/cairs-far-reaching-anddestructive-tentacles-raymond-ibrahim

Other Articles
“Socially Allied Elements” on the March
Can the people of the West change the situation? Yes, they can. There is
still a window of opportunity. They can vote for the truly right-wing parties,
go to demonstrations, as courageous people in Eastern Europe and the
USSR did (and continue do it today in Russia); they can publish open
letters, like dissidents did. But first of all, one should understand and
recognize the main thing: the current political system in the West is not
democracy in general, and of course, not “liberal democracy”. The ideas of
freedom, liberal values and democracy are entrusted to the militants of
Antifa, BLM, “Sharia patrols” and the “jihadists” of Belmarsh prison.
Welcome to anti-utopia.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/08/socially-allied-elements-on-the-march

Fear of Muslims Leads to Prison Conversions to
Islam
Muslim prison gangs are forcing inmates to convert to Islam and follow
religious practices or face violent repercussions, according to a government
report. It found that large gangs of Muslim men were using intimidation
tactics to force conversions and rules on other prisoners. The gangs were
made up of multiple ranks including leadership, foot soldiers, recruiters,
and enforcers. There is no escape from the pressure to convert, for Muslim
gangs exist in all of the prisons, ready to use violence against any nonMuslim prisoners who refuse to convert. The threat is everywhere. No
prison is safe.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274531/fear-muslims-leads-prisonconversions-islam-hugh-fitzgerald

Karen Armstrong and the Islamists
If Charter for Compassion is truly focused on uniting around the notion of
compassion, one wonders why they insist on including Islamists like CAIR,
Abdul Malik Mujahid, Tariq Ramadan, and the Cordoba Initiative to
represent the world’s Muslims. Allowing their Charter to provide cover for
Islamist grievance-mongering about “Islamophobia” is dangerous,
especially when couched under the innocuous guise of compassion.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/08/karen_armstrong_and_
the_islamists.html#ixzz5w2zLHAv9

We Killed God, Family, and Community – and
now its Killing us
When we talk about gun violence, just about no one talks about these root
causes. It is not as if we haven’t had large numbers of powerful semiautomatic weapons in this country for many decades. In fact, when I was
in high school, my classmates regularly kept rifles in their truck gun racks
in the school parking lot. With the destruction of the family, the church,
and the community, the reasons people have traditionally had for their very
existence are in danger of receding into the past. And the outcome is

predictable: isolation, depression, anxiety, despondency, drug abuse, and
death.
https://thefederalist.com/2019/08/08/killed-god-family-communitynow-killing-us

The El Paso and Christchurch Shootings: The
Ecofascist Connection
While Big Green currently downplays that these views are not
“fringe environmentalism”, the issue is that many enviro-organizations
keep overpopulation phobias alive. Several million Europeans and AngloAmericans belong to groups that contend Earth and/or their homelands are
dangerously overpopulated.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/the-el-paso-and-christchurchshootings-the-ecofascist-connection

Who Stokes “White Nationalism”?
Just as sure as the sun rises out of the east, as soon as a white guy shot
up innocents, we knew we’d hear “White Nationalist” and “Trump” in one
breath ad nauseam. Just about now, the “white nationalist and Trump”
will morph into “white supremacist and Trump”, and by tomorrow KKK,
Charlottesville and David Duke will make a grand entry. The finale will be
written as “Trump channeled Hitler in the two days of murderous shooting
sprees”.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/who-stokes-white-nationalism/

YouTubes
The Candace Owens Show with Steve Bannon
Candace Owens speaks to former White House Chief Strategist Steve
Bannon. Tune in to hear Steve’s thoughts on cartel involvement in human
and drug trafficking, what’s coming in 2020, why millennials can become
the greatest generation and much more.
https://www.prageru.com/video/the-candace-owens-show-steve-bannon/

The Charlottesville Lie
Did President Trump call neo-Nazis “very fine people” during a famous
press conference following the Charlottesville riots of August 2017? The
major media reported that he did. But what if their reporting is wrong?
Worse, what if their reporting is wrong and they know it’s wrong? A
straight exploration of the facts should reveal the truth. That’s what CNN
political analyst Steve Cortes does in this critically important video.
https://www.prageru.com/video/the-charlottesville-lie/

Anne-Marie Waters speaks at the Oxford Union
Anne-Marie Waters gives her argument against Islam being a peaceful
religion.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQjZHFnmADQ

VIDEO DOCUMENTARY: ‘Grooming’ in the UK
Political correctness enabled Muslim grooming gangs to rape hundreds of
white girls for more than a decade
https://drrichswier.com/2019/07/28/video-documentary-grooming-in-theuk/

ACT! For Canada
Please sign up to become a
member of ACT! For Canada:
https://www.actforcanada.ca/become-member/

Please make a donation if possible:
https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/

Without your help, our vital work in waging this battle
of ideas would not be possible. Remember: Freedom is
never free. Please make a donation.
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